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ABSTHA.CT

The ordinary theory of maxima and minima and the 
calculus of variations are used to determine flight tra
jectories for minimum time to climb between two given 
altitudes«, Both methods are applied and a comparison of 
results is made for low, intermediate, and high per
formance aircraft, assuming both quasi-steady and unsteady 
flight. The applicability of these optimum flights for the 
low performance aircraft is investigated using flight test 
information.

The analysis shows that lift coefficient con
straints are necessary for all aircraft involved. It is 
concluded that the ordinary theory of maxima and minima 
can only optimize quasi-steady flight while the calculus 
of variations is amenable to both flight modes. Although 
unsteady flight yields the minimum time to climb, the re
sulting optimum trajectory includes subarcs. Physical 
qualifications on the optimum trajectories are necessary 
especially when instantaneous attitude changes are made 
while entering or leaving subarcs. Finally, analog com
puter applications are described.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The subject of optimum aircraft performance is a 
field of Interest where the application of mathematical 
principles may be used to determine the best use of a 
practical device. The application of optimization methods 
results in widespread benefits for flight dynamics.
Whether the objective is to maximize the range of a commer
cial transport or to minimize the time to Intercept for a 
jet fighter, the need to optimize these performance para
meters is apparent.

Conventional optimization methods rely heavily on 
the ordinary theory of maxima and minima (max-min). How
ever, there are definite limitations to max-min applica
tions, which creates a need for more powerful methods. As 
an example, optimum flight paths cannot be obtained from 
max-min theory when the equations of motion are non-inte- 
grable.

The calculus of variations provides a method for 
circumventing such restrictions on max-min theory. Varia
tional methods allow the extrema, maxima or minima, of 
integral relationships or functionals to be determined.



Variational teohaiques enable optimum trajectories to be 
found for problems where the equation of motion cannot be 
integrated. This is a decided advantage over max-min theory. 
The calculus of variations can also, be used to determine 
optimum flight paths consisting of several path segments 
or subarcs.

It Is the purpose of this study to investigate per
formance;: optimization from both max-min and the calculus of 
variations viewpoints, Through previously developed tech
niques B‘ a. comparison will be made of both methods In order 
to determine when and where either method may be success
fully applied, and where the two methods might overlspT It 
is intended that numerical results for the minimum time to 
climb problem be obtained, future areas of investigation be 
discovered and defined, and finally, that a better under
standing of optimum processes be acquired.



CHAPTER II

ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Statement of the Problem
The elementary calculus theory of max-min and the 

calculus of variations were applied to the problem of 
determining aircraft flight paths which minimize the time 
to climb between two altitudes. Plight was restricted to 
translational motion in a vertical plane. This permitted 
a two-dimentional analysis treating the aircraft as a par
ticle. The vehicle's weight, W, was assumed to be constant. 
A constant gravitational field and a flat earth were also 
assumed. The general attitude of the vehicle is shown in 
Figure 2.1.

/

X
Figure 2.1 The General Attitude of the Aircraft
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The equations of motion for the aircraft ares
nnr = T - D «= W sin # (2el)

in the tangential direction, and,
mvi ~ L ~ W cosy (2 .2 )

for motion normal to the trajectory, where m is the air
craft's mass, and t , D, L, the thrust, drag, and lift of 
the aircraft respectively at the instant of time being con
sidered. Time is the independent variable with altitude, 
y, range, x$ velocity, v, and flight path angle, if , as the,
variables of state. The variables y, v, and are related
by the kinematic expression

y = v sin if . (2.3)
The problem, is thus one of minimizing the time to 

climb, t0, between two given altitudes where the resulting 
trajectory satisfies equations 2.1 through 2=3=

2.2 Analysis of the Problem
Conventional performance analysis is based on max- 

mln theory. The aircraft's rate of climb is important in 
this analysis. Empirical data has been a common source of 
rate of climb information with results such as

rmax = " <2.4)

where r_ is maximum rate of climb at sea level, r is0 , max
maximum rate of climb at altitude y, and H is the aircraft's



service celling.^

where the rate of olimh r = . Substituting equation 2.4

The time to climb is given by

r fXt0 = I dt = | dt dy =

into equation 2 . 5  yields a minimum time to climb from sea 
level, to y, t0 = _H In «

evaluation of r from the equations of motion. This pro-
%cedure is preferable to the empirical method above since 

it uses a more nearly correct (from a physical standpoint) 
rate of climb In equation 2.5. In quasi-steady motion^ 
velocity, voh&nges are assumed to be small or to occur over 
long periods of time, thus allowing accelerations to be 
neglected. Equation 2.1 becomes the quasi-steady equation 
of motion '

Using max-min theory, the optimum velocity and flight path

The concept of quasi-steady flight allows a simple

(2.6)
which yields

1Numbers in parenthesis refer to the list of
References



angle can be found for a minimum t «
V

If T and D are assumed to be functions of j and v 
only, then for a given y and y0,

fy
t (v) =3 _dy_ „ . (2.9)
c / r(v,y)

Applying max»min theory and using Leibnitz6 Rule,
, /

dt = d_ f dy = I _d_ fl\dy . (2.10)
dv:G . dv J ' r ! a v I r/

% i
For a minimum time to climb, the rate of climb must be 
such that

1\= 0 . (2.11)JW1\: 
Ov 1 r/

However, if an r is desired such that -g- is a minimum, or, 
equivalently, that r is a maximum, then.

9r = ~d_
dv dv'

V f T  ■» D \ = 0 ' (2.12)
. 1 w /]

which is the optimizing condition of interest. From equa
tion 2.12, the optimum velocity, v , can be determined asopt
a function of y. Thus, v^^. is the best velocity for any 
given y. Knowing v^^. allows evaluating T and D, thus pro
viding the reaction for the optimum flight path angle 
using equation 2.6



With equations 2,12 and 2.13, the flight path can be deter- 
mined which, when flown, will result in a minimum time 
between two altitudes.

A qualification is necessary at this point, be
cause of the nature of the differentiation process, appli
cation of max-min theory maximizes r at every point in v, 
y space where the derivative is taken. This restricts any 
optimizing done by ordinary max-min methods to a point; 
hence, such optima are localized and are not necessarily 
the true optima when extended over the entire flight path.

As the quasi-steady flight condition Is applicable 
only to low performance aircraft or, at the most, to higher 
performance aircraft in quite restricted situations, a 
more general analysis is needed for high performance flight. 
The tangential acceleration for unsteady (high performance) 
flight can be considered in the form v = allow
ing equation 2 .1  to be rewritten as

V r dy = T - D - V sin . (2.3.4)*s ay
Since.; the rate of climb, r = v sin t and the corresponding
quasi-steady rate of climb, r = v/T - D\ then multiplying

q ' W /
equation 2.14 by yields
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v dv r = y ( T ~ D ) ~ v sin/ 
g dy \ ¥ /

or
r = r^ . (2.15)

1 + v dT
S dy

Whenever velocity changes tend to zero, the value of r
approaches r as would be expected.9,

This allows "adjustment" of r to the unsteady or
0.

accelerating value r for a given flight situation. How
ever, to continue with max-min theory as in the quasi-steady 
case, the obtain a maximum r is not possible. Here r = 
r(y, v, v 1) where v 8 = this is not the same as r being 
a function of three independent variables. As a consequence,
the condition 's-̂  = 0 does not imply an extremum. Thuso v
max-min theory is not applicable in this case.

A possible alternative approach to unsteady flight 
by max-min methods might be to integrate and eventually 
solve for v sin <f . Starting with the tangential equation
of motion, equation 2.1, and multiplying it by v yields

mvv = (T - D) v - mg v sin X ,

m j vdv = J (T - D)ds - mg J dy . (2.16)
The integral J (T - D)ds cannot be evaluated unless the path,
s, is known. As this is the solution to the problem and



cannot be obtained until equation 2 .1 6 is integrated9 the 
problem becomes impossible to solve. Thus max-min theory 
fails for this approach also and for unsteady flight in 
general.

The calculus of variations is a mathematical tool
f

whereby a quantity, F = j f(x, y(x), y*(x^dx, referred to 
as a functional, can be extremized. The process for accom
plishing this determines the y(x) needed to extremize P. 
Considering the path as a whole allows v to be treated as 
a function of y. Herein lies the difference between the 
calculus of variations method and that of max-min theory. 
Such a tool is ideally suited for the optimization problems 
of flight mechanics.2»3>4,5

The basic theory of the calculus of variations is
6 7developed in many references. * Applying it to quasi- 

steady flight yields results generally identical with those 
obtained by max-min methods.® This is the case with the 
minimum time to climb problem. Using the calculus of 
variations, (Meyer formulation) as shown in APPENDIX A with 
equations 2=3 and 2 .6  as constraints yields the same optimum 
condition as equation 2.12. The primary reason for this 
equivalence of results lies in the absence of the velocity 
derivative which reduces the Euler-Lagrange equations to 
those obtained in max-min theory. However, the conditions 
obtained here are satisfied along the entire path since the
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extrema found by calculus of variations apply to entire arc 
lengths. Thus the optimizing results can be applied on a 
more thorough basis over the entire flight path.

Analysis of unsteady flight is amenable to the cal
culus of variations. Minimizing the time to climb by the 
Meyer formulation as developed in APPENDIX A, with equa
tions 2 .1 and 2 .3  as constraints provides the desired solu
tion. Equations 2.1 and 2.3 must be considered since they 
restrict the solution. Since lift only appears in equation 
2 .2 , it can be expressed as a function of y, v, and # .
This eliminates the need for treating lift as a variable of
state.

Let = t^ - t^, 'P ̂  = T - D - U sin ?f - mv = 0
^ 2  = y - v sin X = 0 , and P = p + X ̂  (p ̂  + A 0 where 
the Lagrange multipliers A^ and A 0 are functions of t 
only. The Euler-Lagrange equations are as follows:

for y: (2.17)

for v: A 1 +m_4 (An) = 0 
dt 1

(2.13)
for y : -W A^cos X - v A ncos '̂ = 0 . (2.19)

The case of flight where cos ^ = 0 is physically
impractical so from equation 2.19, A  ^ •

d v 1
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Substituting this into 2.17 yields

L  = A 1|v - W d T  - 1P)| . (2.20)
1 1[v w [ d y  d y/J

Using equation 2.20 in equation 2.18,

V. f 2_T - d Dx 4- sln f + my - yH. f - dD j =0. (2.21)
Vf 1 d v d vy; W gW \dy d y j

The first constraint equation, 0  - = 0, further reduces 
equation 2 .2 1 to

v fdj? - ijD') + T - D - y2ZyT - ij)) = 0. (2.22)
#  ^  iff r;j

Manipulating equation 2.22 yields the optimizing condition

A. | v(T - D) =x Jl I v(T - D) j . (2.23)
0 v L J g dy L j

Prom equation 2.23, an implicit relationship between 
and y is obtained. Then, 0 0p̂ . can be found from the equa
tion of motion. Equation 2.1 can be rewritten so that

3ln fopt = T(v°pt. r) - B(vopf y) - myopt •
W

Only one optimizing condition is possible from this 
analysis. The problem is established with three state 
variables, y, v, and j' which Implies three Suler-Lagrange 
equations. However, the presence of two equations of
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constraints reduces the degrees of freedom of the problem 
from three to one. Hence* only one optimal condition can 
he drawn from the solution.

As before* with v0p^ and the optimum rate
of climb and the optimum flight path can be found. In 
either quasi-steady or unsteady flight* the flight path is 
obtained from the kinematic relations x = v cos vf and
y = v s i n w h i c h *  when combined * form

\

dy = tan % . (2.24)
dx

Since )f = Y  opt(y)» the range for an optimum climb can 
be expressed In terms of y by an Integration of equation
2.24.

opt 0 dy . (2.25)

So, with this result, the flight path can be determined 
which will minimize the time to climb from yQ to y.

Additional information can be provided regarding 
lift requirements along the optimum trajectory. In the 
quasi-steady case, equation 2 .2 becomes L = ¥ cos 'tf . 
Again knowing sin Y 0-p%» lift can be given by

= V <1 - 8l“2 y 0pt)4 • (2-26)
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for unsteady flight where the normal acceleration

must be considered, v . and y given as functions of yopr opt
can be used to obtain the normal acceleration

mv # = mv djf dy = mvy dX ,
dy dt dy

With this and equation 2.3, equation 2.2 is rewritten as

mv^ sinK d̂ f = L - ¥ cos . (2 .2 7)
dy

Equation 2.27 gives the expression for lift on the optimum 
flight path,

Lopt = W (cos!fopt *~opt opt gopt) • (2-28)

At this point, it is well to note that although 
the derivations of the equations for the optimum flight 
path angle, the flight path, and the lift was straight
forward, solving these equations is another matter. In 
many cases, computer solutions will be necessary for either 
time's sake or to solve transcendental equations.



CHAPTER III

SOLUTION OP THE PROBLEM

3.1 Aircrafts Thrust, and Brag
With the analytical results of Chapter II, actual 

solutions can be obtained for the minimum time to climb 
problem for various types of aircraft= For this purpose, 
three aircraft were selected as representative of a par
ticular performance category: the DC-3 for low performance,
the Boeing 707 for medium performance, and the F-100 for 
high performance. The model aircraft based on these three 
will be designated as A, B, and 0 respectively. By using 
aircraft from across the performance spectrum, any con
clusions which arise can be considered from the three 
different performance viewpoints, thus alloijr&ig more thorough 
understanding of the results.

The thrust and drag of each aircraft are functions 
of velocity and altitude. The general thrust equations are:

AIRCRAFT A: T = Pge"^ y (3.1)

AIRCRAFT B & Cz T = (Tg - kv)e"'^ y (3.2)
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where Pg Is the static power, vg is the effective velocity, 
1!g is the static thrust, k is the air mass flow, and (3 - 
4=2 x 10"5 fte”^ is the scale height for the exponential 
atmosphere which is an acceptable approximation up to 
2 5 0 ,0 0 0 ft=, well above any altitudes considered in the 
problem=

The effect of atmospheric pressure changes on 
thrust has been neglected in equation 3 .2 . normally, the 
thrust from an engine nozzle correctly expanded at sea 
level differs by less than 10# at 5 0 ,0 0 0 ft. from the thrust 
of an engine designed for that altitude. Since the alti
tudes encountered in the analysis barely touch this re
gion, the pressure thrust was not included.

Using data from APPEOIX B, the general thrust 
equations can be written as follows; .

AIRCRAFT A: T = L I  x 106 e“ ̂  7 (3.3)V + 110

AIRCRAFT B; T = (5.4 x 104 - 25.4v)e""P ̂  (3.4)

AIRCRAFT 0; T = (1.3 x 104 - 6.38v)e~ ̂  (3 ,5 )

The accepted practice is and has been to rate pro
peller driven aircraft engine capability in horsepower 
rather than in pounds of thrust-. Since the equations of 
motion Involve force, converting power to thrust is a
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necessity for optimisation analysis. The effective veloc
ity, v@ = 110 ft./sec, is used for converting power to 
thrust. The relation. T = P/v goes to infinity at v = 0 
unless vg is used as in equation 3.1 to establish the 
thrust value with zero velocity. See APPENDIX B for evalua
tion Of Vg.

As a check on the validity of equation 3.3, power 
and hence thrust curves were obtained from flight tests, 
discussed in detail in section 4,1, which substantiate equa
tion 3.3. The USAF manual for the 0-47, T.O. 10-47-1, 
Appendix, Part 2, contains engine performance data which 
may be used to convert power to thrust. As an example for 
cruise, the engine speed is 2050 rpm, a normal carburetor 
temperature reading is + 10°0, and an absolute manifold 
pressure value adjusted to sea level would be 29.8 inches 
of Hg, Prom the 0.-47 manual, corresponding engine output 
is 1280 ph. which for a weight of 25,000 lbs., causes a 
true airspeed of 184 ft./sec. Converting this to thrust,
T = P x 550 = 3.83 x 10  ̂lb* Substituting this data into

v  6  ■

equation 3.3, the thrust becomes T =.....=3 ,7 4  x 10^184 f 110
pounds. The difference is 2.61$ of the manual8s value 
which supports the thrust relation in equation 3=3 

The general form of the drag function is
D =  (Gm  + kCL2) X p oSv2e ~ ^  (3.6)
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where Cj,0 = the parasite drag ooefficlent 

CT = the lift coefficient

k 1

£ = Oswald efficiency factor
Ai = aspect ratio 
po = density of air at sea level 
S = wing area of the aircraft

The induced drag term* involving contributes
a small amount to the net drag® This contribution de
creases with increasing velocity and for the higher per
formance vehicles* it can be neglected® For Aircraft A* 
neglecting the induced drag causes a 11®2$ error in the 
initial value of the quasi-steady optimum velocity. This 
will be demonstrated later. The error is even less for 
Aircraft B and C. This appears in both the quasi-steady 
and the unsteady analysis, so for a clearer comparison 
between methods of analysis» Induced drag will be neglected. 
With thi’l assumption* ^equation 3.6 becomes -

2
With this* the drag equations can be written uti

lising data from APPENDIX B. Thus,

D = C1v2e" 7 (3.7)
where 0
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(3.8)

AIRCRAFT Bi D = 0.0715V2e*P7 (3.9)

AIRCRAFT C: V = 0,006v2e~ ® 7 (3*10)

With the equations for thrust and drag established 
for each type of aircraft, evaluation of the optimum con
ditions can be accomplished.

3*2 Solution for Aircraft A
‘The optimization analysis for Aircraft A begins 

with the quasi-steady optimum conditions equation 2.11,

3_ jv(T - D)
d v

From equations 3*1 and 3.7

0 . . (2.11)

Pge"> ̂  ̂  - c^v^e”5 ̂  ̂  + v | •» Pg - 2C^v
1 (y j. rr \2

e“ 1 7 ~ 0

v + vs 1 (v -f v3y

(3.11)
Since e” ^ 7 iS a common factor, equation 3.11 becomes

Psvg - 3C^v^ - 6G1r8v^ - 3C1vg2v2 = 0  . (3.12)

Letting 0^ ~ PoV_, equation 3.12 reduces tod-    P̂.
3°1
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v2(v2 2vgv + vs2) = o| o (3-13)

Prom equation 3-39 the optimum velocity Is found

V t  = -is H  N 2 + 402 " ( 3 -w )2

Using the values given In equations 3-3 and 3-8, and dis
carding the negative root of equation 3-14, vQp^ =
127 ft/sec. Thus vop1. Is independent of y which enables 
equations 3-3 and 3-8 to be rewritten as

T = 4.65 x 103e” ^ 7 (3-15)
and

D = 7.0? x 102e"^ y . (3.16)

With this information and equation 2.13,

ropt = sin“1(.158e” P7) . (3-17)

The quasi-steady flight path angle is 9.1° at sea level 
and decreases exponentially with altitude.

The time to climb for any altitudes can be found 
from equation 2.4,

/X f y
t = (  dy =_1_ I e'^^dy (3.18)
0 ' 20 x
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so that

tc =  1.19 x 103 (e ̂  » e“ . (3.19)

Letting jQ - 0 and y .= 12„000 ft.» equation 3.19 yields 
i = 780 seo. = 13.0 mln.C

The Induced drag effect on quasl-steady flight can 
he calculatedo Is given hy

CT = 2L = 2¥ cos3" e p 7 . (3.20)
h ~ - ITv pp0v Se '  ̂ poSv

Since ̂ max = 9 = 1°$, cos (f = 1, hence

0_ - 2¥e P y . (3.21)If p
foSlr

Using the information from APPMLIX B, the parasite drag 
coefficient, 0 ^  = .037 in equation 3.6, so 0^ = ,037 
+ 1.7 x 107 @2f y Q^d equation 3.6 becomes

T ~
D - .044y2e",P3r ^ 2.02 x lO^ e" ̂  7 . (3.22)

Substituting this into equation 2,11 gives a new
optimizing equation which for y = 0 becomes

v6 + 220v5 + 1.21 x l o V 5" - 1.07 x 109v2 » 1,68 x 1010v

= 1.85 x 1012 . (3.23)
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The solution is the optimum velocity for quasi-steady flight 
with induced drag at sea level, v ^ ^  = 143 ft/sec.

The quasi-steady flight path can be determined now. 
Equation 2,25 involves tan which is

tan 5fopt = sla ^opt (3-24)
optcoS'';y

and

00s Y  ̂= ll - sin2 ^  7  = (1 » ,025e”2 (3.25)
0 opt J " opt

By the binomial expansion, equation 3.25 becomes

cos <f = 1 = ,0 1 3e"*2 ̂  ̂  « (3 .2 6 )

Using equations 3.17 and 3 °26 in equation 2,24,

dx = 6 ,34© P7 - B0823e“2 P y . (3.27)
dy

Integrating this and letting xQ ~ jQ - 09

x = 1.51 x 1 0 5 e + 1 .9 6 x 103e™ P 7 - 1.53 x 105 .
(3.28)

With v^p^ and ̂  opi., the lift requirements can be found
from equations 2,26 and 3.20.

1 = 2,5 x 104 (1 - .013e” 2 ̂  y) (3.29)
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and

CT = 1.3(e?y - .013e-py) . (3.30)

Before proceeding to the unsteady analysis, a look 
at a plot of equation 3.30, Figure 3.1, is quite revealing,

30 I

Q

a.o

/A

l.o

/ B

20 30 4-0

y (i or i;*.)
70

Figure 3.1 Lift Coefficient versus Altitude

The value of CLmax used for Aircraft A is 1.5. This value
is reached at y = 3,600 ft. Once C_ has been attained, ' Lmax
the upper limit of the aircraft's lift capability has been
reached. Since it is impossible for CT > C_ , an addl-b Lmax
tional constraint must be added to the calculus of varia
tions treatment of the problem. The new restriction is an
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Inequality constraint, 0 ^ 0 ^ ^  CTinmir and must be con
sidered as In APPENDIX G, The results of this require that 
the trajectory with v0pt - 127 ft./sec. be flown until y =
3.600 when = 0%̂ %%. = 1,5. This is the point where vopt 
is the stall velocity. Beyond 3,600 ft., the aircraft 
should be flown at 0T<rng,Y. With this condition and equa
tion 0.8, the optimum velocity is

vopt = 118(e P y - . 0 1 3 e " . (3.31)

To avoid stall, the velocity must not drop below the new 
vop  ̂and if it is exceeded, the flight path is no longer 
an optimum.

The fact that v , varies with altitude afteropt
3.600 ft. affects the other variables. Figure 3.2, curves
1 and 2, and Figure 3.3 show this effect on ^  andOP %
T and D respectively for Aircraft A. The equation for 
for the constrained quasi-steady flight, is found as before 
using the velocity from equation 3,31. The result is

’opt “ sin“'1 4l4e~^ 7 - 2.88e - 2.69

110 -f- 118e ̂  y//2 J

(3.32)

The flight path is still given by equation 2.25, but the 
new vopt and ^ opt. must be employed.
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Figure 3.5 Velocity versus Altitude, Aircraft A
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It can readily be seen now why the need for 

computer solutions exists. The difficulty In Integrating 
for the flight path and the actual time to climb is appre
ciable, Besides circumventing these obstacles, the use of 
computers, especially analog, allows direct plotting of the 
flight path and the variables of state as functions of 
either time or altitude. Further results of quasi-steady 
flight for Aircraft A will be discussed later in the light 
of computer solutions.

The unsteady flight of Aircraft A can now be 
analyzed. The necessity of a G_ constraint will be treatedIf
after the analysis of the basic unsteady problem. Sub
stituting the information on Aircraft A from equations 3,3 
and 3.8 into the unsteady optimizing condition, equation 
2.23, yields the following' from section 2,2,

^SL (v(T - D) 
d v

v
gc dy

v(T - D) . (2.23) .

This becomes

ZdT - a n W 2 - g (d T ~dB)v - g(T - D) = 0 . (3.33)
lay ay/ vdv dv/

Substituting equations 3.1 and 3.7 into equation 3.33 for  ̂
T and D, performing the indicated operations, and can
celling the common factor e"^ ̂  results in
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v6 + 2vgv^ + fvg2 + 3gj v* + Z 6gyg - Pg W 5

^ y ^  o:

2 x „2+ (3|jg ‘ - FgVgW  - gPgvg = 0 . (3.34)

For Aircraft A, equation 3.34 provides the following sextie 

V^ + 220v^ + 2,31 x 10^V^ + 4,81 x 10®v^ - 2,5 x lO^v2

- 2,11 x 1015 = 0 , (3.35)

This is the unsteady optimizing condition which when
solved yields v . By a graphical method of solution,opt
v . = 148 ft/see. It does not account for induced dragQP w
effects, ■ •

The remaining quantities for the optimum trajec
tory can he found knowing v as suggested in sectionOpt
2,2, To actually accomplish this without difficulty re
quires computer assistance.

The unsteady analysis of the problem with the 0_JU
constraint given in APPENDIX 0 requires the aircraft to 
fly at 0^max once this value of cy has been reached. This 
is considered by including both equations of motion. From 
equation 2,2,

L = W cos if + mvT (3 = 36)
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oos % Is found through equation 2.1. $ = .dT d% = d£ vs in 'if

dy dt dy
which changes equation 3.36 to

L = mv2sin(f d£ + mg cos (f . (3.37)
dy

Using this and equation 3.20

G - 2m f sin)f d^ + g cos $ 'j e . (3.38)L
10- \ dy v2

Setting 0^ = 0 ^ axr equation 3= 38 yields the optimum 
velocity beyond the critical altitude where 0^ ^imax'

Vopt g COS if

3aS °I«axe" vy - alnif |i
lauf a y -

1
5 (3.391

This result is general and will also apply to Aircraft B 
and C; the thrust and drag differences will appear in the 
quantities involving (f . This equation is transcendental 
and it too is best handled via computer.

The results of computer solutions for Aircraft A 
are shown in Figures 3.2,3.4, and 3.5. An unsteady flight 
computer circuit was used with the quasi-steady flight
program. This is circuit 0-1 given in APPENDIX D. Flight

'. . .  .

paths from 0 to 12,000 ft. are shown in Figure 3 = 4, y|»Mye
8,000 ft. the constrained computer path, curve 2, requires
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more time and range to reach a given altitude than the un
constrained theoretical trajectory, curve 1, since the 
velocity is Increasing above the unconstrained value of 
127 ft./sec. The time to climb to 12,000 ft. for curve 2 
is 14.2 min. as compared with 13.0 min., on the uncon
strained path. Another significant cause of this deviation 
is the fact that the computer circuit solved equation 2.1 
(the actual equation of motion and not the quasi-steady 
equation 2.6). Thus mv = 0 only at t = 0 for the computer 
solution. Since the acceleration integrator had an initial 
condition of 127 ft./see., its output exceeded the theo
retical velocity value until the 0 constraint effectsL
caught up. This is shown In Figure 3.5. .After the 0^ 
constraint is Initiated, the velocity difference diminishes 
and agreement is reached around 8,000 ft.

Figure 3.2 shows the flight path angle programs 
which were set into the computer. These were calculated 
manually and used as inputs to simplify the Circuit. Thrust 
and drag curves, calculated by the computer, were eonsis- 
tant with the velocity discrepancy just discussed. A more 
realistic computer circuit, 0-3, given in APPENDIX D, 
was intended for later runs to avoid this difficulty.

The flight test data was compared against the re
sults just discussed by substituting a flight path angle
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program representative of a standard climb for the theo
retical ft- program. From information given in APPENDIX B,
X
Curve 4 shown in Figure 3«2 was set into the computer. Re-

*  • ‘

suiting differences are manifest on the flight test curves 
on Figures 3.2g3.4g and 3.5. These differences are summa
rized by the fact that the flight test time to reach 12,000 
ft. was 17.0 mln., 30*7% longer than obtained in the 
quasi-steady analysis and 19.8^ over the computer time for 
the constrained flight. Further comparison of the flight 
test data with theoretical results is made in the next 
chapter.

As'fhr as Aircraft A is concerned, time and com
puter restrictions prevented any.additional treatment 
especially of unsteady flight. However, certain salient 
points are considered in the last chapter.

3.3 Solution for Aircraft B
The analysis of Aircraft B differs from that of 

Aircraft A only in the different form of the thrust equa
tion. For quasi-steady flight, equation 2.11 Is used 
again.

T - D  + v f o T -  M )  = 0 . (2.11)
Xdv dv/

Using equations 3.2 and 3*7* this reduces to
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T - 2kv - 3Cnv2 = 0 , (3.4’d8 JL

This yields the optimizing condition
— r

v „ =_1. (-k t /IT + 3T 0 ) . (3.41)Op b 3Q^ V fa A

Considering only the positive root and using the values ' 
from equations. 3.4 and 3.9, v ^ ^  = 398 ft./sec.

Repenting the process in section 3.2/

T opt = , (3.42)

X . = 1.82 X 105e P y  + 1.56 x 105e” » 1.84 x 105„Op “6

(3.43)
L ; = 2.5 x 105(X - .0086.-2p 7), (3.opt ,

and
= .554(e Py - .00868** ̂ 7) . . (3.45)

The initial flight path angle for Aircraft B is 7.55°.
The time to climb is of the same form as equation 3.19o

.to .= 4.5102 -(e^7 - ePfo) e (3*56)

For y0 = 0 and y = 30,000 ft.., this is tG = 1137 sec. = 
18.95 min.

For Aircraft B, c^max =1=35 and this 0^ value is 
reached at 21s250 feet. The same requirements from
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APPMDIX 0, apply here as with Aircraft A. Above 21,250 ft.,
the optimum velocity is given by equation 0.8 and is

v .  = 2 5 4 ( 6 ^  - .00866-^)4- {3^1)°P «

Knowing this yields

^"opt ~ -216e” P 1 - .02596-^^/2 + o0i35 . (3,*8)

Unsteady flight of Aircraft B is optimised as 
before. Substituting equations 3.2 and 3.7 into the un
steady optimum condition, equation 2.23 yields

v + k t 3 + 3g - 1„ -I- 2gk v - gl„ = 0 . {3.49)
C1 o® °1 °1

The values from equations 3.4 and 3.9 reduce this to

v4 + 355v3 + 1.55 x 106v2 + 5.45 x 108v - 5 = 78 x 1011 = ' .0.

(3. S3')
The solution here is the unsteady optimum velocity v ^ ^  =
433 ft./sec. The remaining quantities are determined as 
outlined In the last part of section 2.2.

To consider the 0^ constraint effect on unsteady 
flight, equation 3=39 must be used. Computer assistance is 
again necessary due to the complex nature of the con
strained, unsteady optimum velocity expression which depends on
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quantities whiol* in turn9 require for solution.

Additional results obtained for Aircraft B will 
be discussed in the last chapter.

3=4 Solution for Aircraft 0
This section, which contains the results of the op

timization analysis of Aircraft 0, parallels the previous 
section due to the similarity of equations 3=4, 3=5* 3=9, 
and 3=10* Consequently, only the results themselves are 
given while the means of obtaining^them are omitted to 
avoid unnecessary repetition.

For quasi-steady flight, the optimizing condition
from equation 3=45 yields v . = 570 ft./sec. From thisop*c
are obtained

y A = sinal(.265em p y ) , (3=51)opt

xopt = 8.98 x 104e ^ y + 3 = 14 x I03e~ ̂  7 - 9 = 29 x 104,

and

(3 = 152).
L = 2.8 x 104(1- =0351e"2i3y) , (3=5»

CL = .181(9 9 y „ .0351e" ̂ 7) , (3 = 54)

t = 1.58 x 102(e ̂  y - e f y°) . (3.55)c

For yQ = 0 and y = 50,000 ft., tc - 1132 sec. = 18.87 min,
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Also, for Aircraft C* C_ = 1.21 and this is reached atLmax
45*6Q0 ft. The optimum velocity for the quasi-steady, 
constrained trajectory is obtained from equation 0.8. The 
result is

vopt = 221(6 9^ - ,0351e~^ y)* . (3-5^)

The unsteady case is treated by using the values 
from equations 3.5 and 3<>10 in equation 2.23 which yields

v^- + 1,06 x lÔ v-5 + 1.1 x 10^v^ + 1.63 x lO^v - 1.66

x 1012 = 0 , (3.57')

from "which v^^^ = 585 ft./sec. The additional optimum" 
quantities are found as mentioned in the latter part of 
section 2.2.

Further results for Aircraft 0 will also be con
sidered in the discussion and conclusions.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

4,1 Flight Tests
Test climbs were flown with a 0-47 aircraft and 

data was taken for comparison with theoretical results. 
These flights provided opportunities to test optimum tra
jectories and also exposed influencing factors which were 
previously not considered. Unless otherwise mentioned* 
climbs were made from 5*000 to 12*000 ft. Test flight re
sults are found in APPENDIX B and are referred to by 
flight and test climb numbers,

A standard climb* FT-2,1, is made with a constant 
true airspeed of about 186 ft,/sea* and an initial thrust 
of about 5,100 lbs. Constant thrust is maintained by 
throttle adjustment until maximum throttle setting is 
reached around 8*000 ft. Beyond this point, thrust de
creases with altitude as shown in curve 2, Figure 4.1,
The difference in shape between this curve and the quasi- 
steady thrust curve, curve 1, Is primarily due to the fact 
that thrust is held constant from 5,000 to 8,000 ft. and 
then decreases with altitude beyond 8,000 ft. The differ
ences between magnitudes arise from the different climb

35



velocities. The time to climb for FT-2.1 was 11.08 min. 
The theoretical optimum quasi-steady time to climb between
5,000 and 12,000 ft. is 8.35.

iI6 t
T  ;

(lC3M r )

4  Ii 

II

2 I

• I

'

Pi^ure 4.1 Thrust versus Altitude, Aircraft A

Plight FT-1.2 was attempted using the quasi-steady 
optimum velocity of 127 ft./sec. or 70 knots. This 
flight terminated at 6,500 ft. because the cylinder head 
temperature, CHT, had exceeded the maximum allowable value 
of 270°C. The slower speed and the higher than normal 
flight path angle prevented adequate engine cooling causing 
the rapid rise in CRT.

1. Thrust for 
standard C-47 
climb.

2. Thrust for 
quasi-steady 
flight with 
CL constraint 
(same as thrust 
curve 2 on 
Figure 3.3).

4 9 /a y O o J/
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As shown in APPENDIX C, a calculus of variations 

analysis of a constrained flight problem requires that the 
optimum trajectory be flown at the constraint limit once 
that limit is obtained. In view of this, a flight was made 
at maximum GHT, FT-1.4, with an initial velocity of 
143.5 ft./sec. The time to climb was reduced to 9.83 rain. 
This flight appears on Figure 4.2

Unsteady opti
mum climb, 
FT-2.4.
Maximum GHT 
climb, FT-1.4
Standard climb 
FT-2.1.

c

Figure 4.2 Flight Path Comparison, Aircraft A

Another flight, FT-2.3, was made to investigate im 
proved engine cooling by opening cowl flaps. The flight 
was also made at maximum GHT, but was hindered by oil 
temperature limitations and extreme air buffeting so that
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flying constantly at maximum GET with open cowl flaps was 
impossible* The time to climb in this case was 10*67 mln.
The increase over the t from FT-1.4 was certainly influ
enced by these difficulties* The ambient temperature and 
ground wind of the second flight differed considerably 
from those of the first, thus preventing any definite con
clusions regarding the effectiveness of the open cowl 
flaps.

The effect of maintaining a fixed throttle setting, 
which results in the power varying with altitude, was ob
served in IT-1.3. The standard climb time velocity of 
186 ft./sec. was maintained for the duration of the climb* 
The time to climb was 14*17 mln. which puts this method of
climb in the slow category*

Flight FT-2.4 was conducted with an unsteady 
velocity program which included an approximate OjiTnnT
velocity. The OHT was 260°G close to maximum. StartingJL
at 6,000 ft. (due to heavy traffic) the time to reach
12,000 ft, was 9.83 mln. For the same height of climb, 
this is better than 10.67 min. for standard climb, FT-1.1, 
but slower than 8,58 min, for FT-1.5, a maximum GET climb* 

Although the warmer air turbulence cause#/some dis
turbing effects on the FT-2 flights, comparison of general 
tendencies can still be made. The least time was obtained
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from the maximum OHT climbs$ the next best was from the 
unsteady optimum velocity climb (with 0^ constraint), 
and the standard climbs were the slowest.

4.2 Quasl-steady and Unsteady Comparison
Although consideration of C^ constraints8 induced 

drag effects, etc., Is necessary for a complete picture of 
minimum time to climb flight, reverting to a simpler treat
ment resulting in v ^ ^  = constant for either case can 
demonstrate more clearly a basic difference between the two 
methods of performance analysis.- Calculating the time to 
climb to a given altitude using constant velocity values 
above and below the unconstrained quasi-steady and unsteady 
velocities produced the curves on Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. 
These curves show that the minimum time to climb gocurs at 
the quasi-steady optimum velocity and not at the unsteady 
value. This trend was also apparent from the computer re
sults.

This happens for all three aircraft although the 
difference between unsteady and quasi-steady times becomes 
less as the aircraft’s performance capability increases.
The difference in the magnitudes of the two velocities is 
also reduced as the performance increases. Table 4.1 
shows these trends.
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fABLB 4.1

AIROEAH ,AbC X(sec.) (̂ )

A 12 17.52 16.4

0
B 30

50
13.19
1.50

8.79
2.63

where h = height of climb, A t c = tu - and 
T  = vv «• vq x 100.

An explanation of this unexpected result can be 
found by further consideration of the calculus of varia
tions analysis of unsteady flight. The unsteady optimizing 
condition, equation 2.23, was obtained from the Euler-La
grange' equations and the.constraint expressions. The 
possibility of % which is a, solution of equation 2.19 
was rejected as physically impractical. However, this solu
tion becomes essential when endpoint effects are considered. 
The first integral expression for the unsteady analysis is

where B is a constant over the entire optimum path. The 
corresponding transversallty condition which must hold at 
the endpoints of the path is

(4.1)
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B dt " A^md-r + Xgdy + dt

Since tp is not specified, dtp is arbitrary so 
B + 1 = 0  at point 2. Since B is a constant along the 
path, B = -1 at all times. Similarly, the velocity is not 
specified at either endpoint so dv^,p is independent. This 
implies X^ = 0  at either endpoint. With this information, 
the alternative solution of equation 2.19, X2 =■ can
be Inserted in the first integral expression so that at 
endpoint 2, equation 4.1 is

-X^spfmvg y2) = -1. (4.3)

This implies A  ^  2 ^ 0, but equation 4.2 requires A ^ = 0 
at the endpoints. This is also the case at the other end
point. Hence, Xp ~ “1 does not hold at the endpoints 
of the optimum path. Therefore, at the endpoints

jr=ir (4.4)
2

is the optimum condition and equation 2.23 does not apply.
A new flight path is necessary to include both op

timizing conditions, equations 2.23 and 4.4, Starting at 
y = 0 with whatever initial velocity Is required for the 
aircraft in question, the path is vertical, i.e., if ='̂ /2, 
until the velocity reaches the constant optimum value given 
by equation 2.23. Since the initial unsteady velocity will

(4.2)
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be less than the constant velocity value for aircraft»».scjlth 
thrust to weight ratios less than unity, this initial tra
jectory is a dive"vertically downward. Once the constant 
velocity value is attained, the flight path is instanta
neously changed and the path corresponding to this v̂ p̂ .
Is flown. This is the path determined for unsteady flight 
in section 2 .2 .

To find the altitude at which the optimum trajec
tory returns to the X = TT/ 2  form, it would seem necessary
to consider the quasi-steady rate of climb, r,:= v . «op u
sin where >f opt = ^0pt(y). At the top of the climb,
the unsteady rate of climb, which is the velocity itself 
since X ~^/2t would no longer be an optimum if it dropped 
•below the quasi-steady rate of climb for that altitude.
Thus, the quasi-steady rate of climb should be the lower 
limit for the unsteady velocity. This limit is definitely 
less than the unsteady constant v0pt as the results in 
Chapter 3 have shown. To decrease velocity while moving 
from a lower to a higher altitude in a (f = ^ /2 attitude 
requires a vertical climb. Working backward on the v, y 
curve from the unsteady velocity which equals the quasi- 
steady rate of climb at the top of the climb to the un
steady constant v ^ ^  permits the altitude to be calculated 
at which the vertical climb begins. This will be the alti
tude where the vertical subarc velocity reaches the constant
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velocity value. A plot of such an optimum trajectory In v, 
y space is shown in Figure 4.6.

x - - Final Subarc

Quasi-steady
Velocity
Path

Unsteady 
vVelocity 
Path

I Initial 
1 Subarc

Figure 4.6 Subarc Plot

New constraints may enter the problem with the 
subarc solution. If the climb begins from y = 0, ob
viously the initial diving subarc is impossible so a 
constraint y ̂  0 is necessary. Re-interpreting the gener
al results from APPENDIX 0, the initial trajectory would 
begin at the constraint limit, y = 0 , with the velocity 
equal to the constant v^^^ value. For y > 0, the path 
would follow that just described since the constraint no
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longer holds. Other constraints would he treated in a sim
ilar manner.

Examples indicated that by following the subarc 
trajectory with a hypothetical aircraft»■ the unsteady time 
to climb for given y, v endpoints was shorter than that 
for the qU&'si*-steady climb where v = ^ont = constant for 
the entire flight. dPhus, the results shown in Table 4.1 
are for an interesting but incomplete treatment of the 
time to climb problem. The true optimum path includes the 
i!f = subarcs so that tQ should be a minimum with this 

trajectory and unsteady flight. Time limitations pre
vented further study of the subarc solutions.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS M2) RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions
: The calculus of variations does yield the same re

sults as max-min theory for quasi-steady flight opti
mization,

Max-min theory cannot provide an optimization 
analysis for unsteady flight whereas the calculus of varia
tions does. For even low performance aircraft, quasi
steady analysis can only approximate optimum trajectories, 
subarc flight paths included. However, unsteady analysis
can account for varying*velocities and thus provides  \
shorter and more realistic times to climb.

In the non-vertical portion of the unsteady climb 
where vopt = constant, the quasi-steady results are very 
close to the unsteady. This difference diminishes with 
increasing performance capability of the aircraft.

Subarc flight paths are the true optimal trajec
tories and unsteady flight along these appears to yield 
minimum time to climb.

The use of a velocity versus altitude program 
facilitates obtaining solutions by computer, although a

46
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differentiator Is necessary in the analog circuits. Thus# 
such a program could be a major objective of an optimi
zation analysis0

A higher degree of accuracy and repeatability 
than has been available is required from analog computer 
solutions. Many trends# though physically insignificant#, 
are important mathematically for a better understanding of 
the optimizing process. Without Improved analog computer 
performance# such trends will either be hidden or seriously 
distorted.

5.2 Recommendations
Further solutions should,be obtained for unsteady 

flight with constant v^^. for detailed comparison with the 
quasi-steady results with and without subarc trajectories.

The effects of 0^ constraints# induced drag# and 
constant power on unsteady flight need to be further ex
plored. With these considerations# v ^ ^  will be a func
tion of altitude and the vertical subarcs can be expected 
to change.

numerical"solutions of subarc optimum trajectories 
are necessary., Investigation of instantaneous aircraft 
attitude changes along the flight path is also necessary.
A comparison of times to climb for different aircraft such
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as Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 is very informative. Time 
differences are highly indicative of the effects of 
changes in optimisation analysis for the entire trajec
tory or for segments of the flight path.

The types of aircraft being studied should be 
in,tended to include rocket powered aircraft. The thrust 
of such vehicles is nearly Independent of both velocity 
and altitude so different optimum trajectories can be ex
pected.

The type of subarc solutions available for optimum 
climbs varies with the flight conditions for the aircraft. 
Solutions arising from situations such as no drag, constant 
thrust,, etc., have practical applications. Thus, further 
Investigation in this area is necessary.

To save both time and effort while obtaining analog 
computer solutions, a reference manual should be compiled 
which contains recommended circuits for various optimiza
tion problems. APPENDIX D of this thesis could be used ad 
a start for this manual which would be added to and im
proved with time, thus insuring worthwhile analog computer 
usage; . . .



APPENDIX A

CONSTRAINED EXTREMA

Consider the function f ™ f(x^), i = ls 2

n, where are independent variables. The differential 
of f is given by

where the repeated Index implies summation over the range 
of the index. A function defined over a bounded closed 
region takes on a maximum or minimum value somewhere in 
that region. .Extrema (maxima or minima) which occur at 
points within this region are called relative extrema.
Only relative extrema are of interest here. The necessary 
condition for a relative extremum of a function with con- 
tinujpus first partial derivatives to exist at a point, 
xi “ Is that df = 0 for arbitrary changes in the

dx. are arbitrary, for df = 0 , df = O . 10 
1 9xi

Now, assume that there exist m relationships,

. m < n. Now only n - m of the variables are lnde=

df = df dx1 +
3=1 '

+ _9f dx\ = 9f dx. (A.l)
9 %  - dx±

variables x. about <X From equation A.l, since the

called constraints, such that 0  ̂ = 0, j = 1, 2
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pendent; the remainder are restricted by the constraints. 
It must still hold that df = 0 for an extremum to exist 
but only n ~ m of the differentials dx^ are arbitrary.
The following method can be used to extremize f(x^) sub
ject to (x ) = 0 .

Consider m arbitrary quantities A j, called 
Lagrange multipliers. Since the differentials, dx^
satisfy the m conditions ^ > 4  dx. = 0 , multiplying these

d xiconditions by thej A ̂ and adding them to df yields

/if + X a d0i)dx, = 0. (A.2)
3 a J J  1

H"ow,. n - m parentheses will disappear for the independent 
x ̂  and the- remaining parentheses will vanish due to the 
arbitrary X 4. Thus, by letting F = f + X 0.» the 
necessary conditions for an extremum of. f(x.) become

op = o 1 = 1 , 2 , *.., n
D x.

1 (A.3)
g(x1) — o j — l, 2, n

This yields a set of n *«• m equations to Jolve for the n 
variable and the m Lagrange multipliers
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APPEIDIX B

AIBOmFY AID PLIGHT TEST DATA

B.l Aircraft Data
The three types of aircraft used in this study 

were selected as representative of a certain performance 
category. The; numerical values- of the various aircraft 
parameters were either taken directly from the literature^ 
or calculated from other information. Table B.l lists 
the data pertinent, to this study.

B.2 Plight Tests
On 28 may 1964, optimum climb.trajectories were 

flown in a 047 with Captain■Robert Smith at Davis Monthan 
APB, Tucson, Arizona. The flight, PT-1, began at 6 AM with ' 
winds ranging 5 knots SB at 2 ,7 0 0 ft. to 30 knots SE at
12.000 ft. Atmospheric temperature decreased almost 
linearly from 27°0 at 2 ,7 0 0 ft. to 3°0 at 1 2 ,0 0 0 ft. A 
series of six tests were made consisting of climbs from
5 .0 0 0 or 6 ,0 0 0 ft. to 1 2 ,0 0 0 ft. moving southeastward from 
the base.

A second test flight, FT-2 , was made on 22 June 1964, 
with Gaptain Smith, but in a different 047. Only four 
test climbs were possible. The climbs were between the
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same altitudes and In the same direction as the FT-1  

tests» However, the tests began at 8 PM and under con
siderably different atmospheric conditions. The wind was 
five knots or less up to 1 2 ,0 0 0 ft. except for occasional 
gusts. The temperature decreased almost linearly from 
37°0 at 2 ,7 0 0 ft. to 12°0 at 1 0 ,0 0 0 ft,, but decreased 
much more slowly to- 9°0 at 12,000 ft. The plane had been 
flying at cruise conditions for two hours prior to test
ing. The takeoff fuel load was 800 gals, and about 150 gals,
were used in the two hours of cruising. Thus the'wTeight of 
the aircraft was less than that of the FT-1 tests.

A summary of the flight tests and the data sheet
from FT-2.1 are given next. In the following test re
port, IAS is true airspeed, IAS is indicated, A t  is the 
time lapse between altitudes, OHT is cylinder head tem
perature, MAH. PRES, is engine manifold pressure, GARB.
TEMP, is carburetor air temperature, a n d I s  the engine 
speed.
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fable B-el Aircraft Parameter Data

AIRCRAFT
TYPE

. - WEIGHT WING AREA 
(lbs.) (ft.2)

ASPECT
RATIO

STALL SPEED 
(ft./sec.)

A 2 5 ,0 0 0 1 ,000 9,2 110

B 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 2 ,400 7.0 254
0 2 8 ,0 0 0 400 3.7 220

STATIC POWER 
(lb.-ft./sec,)

EFFECTIVE 
VELOCITY 
(ft./sec.)

STATIC THRUST 
(lb.)

A 1 .1  x 106 110* *=»

B =, 5.4 x 104

0 - . ■ 1 .3  x 104

AIR FLOW, 
(slug/sec.) ^Lmax °Do

A ■» 1.5 ,037
B 25.4 1.35 . .025
0 6 .3 8 1 .2 1 .0126 .

For Aircraft A, Oswald’s efficiency factor, 6 = 0.9; for 
Aircraft B, € = 1.0; and for Aircraft 0, € = 1.0.

■̂fhe effective velocity for a reciprocating engine 
without a supercharger is obtained from the approximation 
that 5 lbs. of thrust are available per horsepower. Thus,

Tp = 550 Pg = 5 Ps which implies vfl = 110 ft./sec.



Table Bo2 Flight Test Summary

FLIGHT TEST TYPE FROM TO
OF CLIMB (10J ft*) (103 ft*)

(FT-)
1 .1  ; • standard 6 . 12

1.2 quasi-steady 
optimum 5. 6 .

1.3 constant
throttle
setting 5 12

1.4 maximum GET 5 12

1.5 maximum CHT 6 12

1.6 standard 5 12

2 .1 standard 5 12

2 ,2 maximum CHT 5 10

2.3 maximum CHT 
with ©pen 
cowl flp$>S 5 . 12

2,4- unsteady opti
mum at CLmax 6 12

(miS.)

10*67

2.17

14.17
9.83 
8.58

10.25*
11.08
10.83

10.67

9.83

*velocity increased above 110 knots at times
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BUI HO. 1
TYPE: lormal Climb

ALTITITBE TAS IAS. 
(lO^ di.) (ft./ knots 

: • sec.)

Table B^3 Plight Test. OT»t

TIME: 8:15 PMg 6/23/64

TIME t 'RAHGE / M o_PBES.0 
(min.) (min.) (ml.) "(in. Hg.)

5 ' 186 110 0 - . 0 . / 36
6 /// 186 110 1:25 1:25 :: 5 8/,;. 36

7 . 186 110 2:45 1 :2 0 7 :. 36
8 . . 186 110 4:15 1 :3 0 10 / 36

. 9 ' 186 110 5:45 1 :3 0 13 35
10 /.' 186 110 7:35 1 :5 0 . 17 34
11 ;/■y- .186 110 9 :1 0 1:35 ■20 . ' . 33
12 : 5"' 186 110 11:05 1:55 25 ■ 32

COMMEE'TS:
Cl>b ' = 2350 rpm GARB, TEMP, 15 C

Climb was very turbulent and airspeed varied 
between .105 and 115 knots. Ambient temperature /was / 
higher than Ft-1. FT-2 was begun after two hrs. of 
cruising so weight < 2 5 ,0 0 0 lb. during test climbs.



APPENDIX C

CT INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT

A method exists for analyzing problems with 
inequality constraints, For the variable x6 such a 
constraint would be of the general form ^ x 4 kg 
where the k 1s are simply the limits of the range of x.
A new, real^valued variable z can be defined such that 
z2 = (x -= k^) (kg «= x); if the inequality is violated in 
either direction, z will no longer be real-valued. Ap
plying an inequality constraint places two additional 
constraints on the original problem. The first is a 
definition of the constrained variable x, and the second 
is = (x - k^) (kg - x) - z2 = 0. However, the addition 
of the two constraints is' matched by the need to consider 
the two variables x and z. Thus, the number of the degrees 
of freedom or the truly independent variables of the origi
nal problem is unchanged.

In analyzing the quasi-steady Gr inequality con- 
SlZafet 0 S 01 4 0Iimax, = 0 , k2 = CLmax and Cj. = x.
The problem now is to minimise = tg - t^ subject to 

= T - D - W sin = 0, 0  g = y « v sin = 0,
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0  3 = CL - (e - ae" ̂  y ) = 0, and ft ̂  =

57

CL^CLmax “ cj,) - z' = 0 • The constant a = Tgin? y q

where 0 is the value of jf at sea level. Using the Meyer
formulation of the problem, set F = A j , j = 1 , 2, 3, 4.
Letting b = and applying the Euler-Lagrange equations

Po
to F yields

for v: A-, /dT. - d_D\ - A 0 3in jf + -zb̂ (e - ae“ 13y) = 0 .
V d v d v/ v^

(0.1)
for y: At - A-. A ?  (e ? y - e“ ̂  y) - A' = 0 .

""lay ay; 3 ^2

(0.2)
for jf: - A 1 cos jf - v cos jf = 0 . (0.3 )

for CL : \ 3 + A 2|.(̂ Lmax ™ ?CL̂  = 0e (0.4)

for z: - 2 A^z = 0 . (0 .5 )

From equation C.5, two alternatives exist, either 
Aa = 0 or z = 0. If A 4 = 0 , then the inequality con
straint does not apply. So in equation 0.4, A ̂ = 0 

which removes the A 3 terms from equations 0 .1  and 0.2 .
Discounting the case of = 5 leaves A-, = - x  A0 in equa-

d W e-
tion 0.3. This coupled with (6  ̂= 0 yields the quasi- 
steady optimum condition
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5- [V.(T - D)1 = 0 (C.6)

If z = 0 , then from = 0S = 0 ,

Ihe interpretation of this is that while 0T <
ĥraax* equation 0 .6  holds as in regular quasi-steady 
flight. When 0^ reaches QTfTnaYii the z = 0 solution of equa
tion 0 ,5  requires that the optimum flight be such that 0^ = 
CI»max* The alternative of 0^ = 0 holds only in the case 
of a non-lifting body, so it does not apply here. Once 
G-̂  reaches its maximum value, the optimum velocity is ob
tained from 0*^ = 0 which Is the definition of G^„ This 
results in

constraint produces essentially the same results. When 
0^ < 0T[TTlay, the regular unsteady vop .̂ applies. Once 0^ - 
®Iimaxs this condition must be maintained. Then v0p̂ . is 
derived from the equation of motion normal to the trajec
tory. This entails solving equation 2.2 for v ^ ^  using 
0 3  = 0 as above.

0_ p S Lmax \o
a” ^7)] (0.8 )

A similar analysis of unstea

/



APPEEDIX D

COMPUTER CIRCUITS.

The complications which arise in solving many of 
the optimizing conditions have made computer solutions 
necessary in this study. The analog computer was used 
primarily because it allows continuous monitoring of varia
bles and parameters throughout a problem. Plots of the 
various functions Involved can be easily obtained. The 
simulation aspects of an analog computer provide a better 
understanding of the problem being solved.

A Bonner 3400 analog computer was used. The max
imum acceptable amplifier output is 100 volts DC, so it 
was necessary to scale time and the magnitudes of the 
quantities involved to keep the problem voltages below 
100 volts DC.

Time scaling was done by letting machine time,
tm = 0.1t_ where t is problem time. This speeds upH i  P  ir
the time rates of change so xm = lOx, ym = lOy* and 
vm = lOv where subscript m implies a machine variable.
The magnitude scaling was determined by the values of 
maximum range and altitude which varied for each air
craft .
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The circuit symbols used are given below.

inverter, g = -1

- U summer

I C

! 8-
integrator, / 
differentiator, d_

dt

K
O potentiometer

| f
function generator (with 
amplifiers included)

function multiplier

where g is the closed loop gain, K is the potentiometer 
setting IC is the initial condition. These symbols are 
used in the circuit elements, shown on Figure D.4, which 
constitute the circuits 0-1 , 2 , and 3 .

The first quasi-steady circuit is C-l, Figure D.l. 
A second quasi-steady circuit is C-2, Figure D.2. This is 
used for obtaining time to climb curves from the analog 
computer. A more general circuit which fits either quasi
steady or unsteady flight is 0-3, Figure D.3. By



substituting either a constant voltage from a potent!- 
©meter, v = constant, or varying voltage from a function 
generator, v ™ v(y), circuit 0 -3 can be adapted to any 
flight situation for any aircraft.



Figure D.1 Analog Circuit C-l 62

>

Equation: mv = T - D - W sln)f T = T(v, y)
y = v sin ̂  D = D(v, y)
X = V cos <f

Input: ^ = ^(y)



Figure D.2 Analog Circuit C-

-(3/

U - CCNSIF^HT

-D

X
o— A

1
pii

&

Equation: 0 = T - D - >f sin̂ f
y = v sin ̂
x = v cos

2 63

!

.-VVy1 <T"

M  c---

T = T(v,y) 
D = D(v,y)

Input: v = constant



Figure D.3 Analog Circuit C-3 64

<--

— > K Y

-D

D 6—

Equation: mv = T - D - 77 sin

Input:

y = v sin ̂  
v
opt M m . , '

M i  :f'slny
1 . VThen the input is different than what is given, 

a function generator with v = v(y) can .replace 
0. and N, P1 2 ,3 ,4 * arid Q Can be removed«

2. For quasi-steady flight, removal of K reduces 
C-3 to C-2 .
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Figuro D.4 Analog Circuit Elements
The scaling and potentiometer settings shown in the 
element diagrams are for Aircraft A,

A. I C ' - O
5'G ¥

uI O

-X X
<3000

B. TC-O

/o

/ /
Joo

c. • 6' 
— O - " N$~ O <lf

COO if
.5"

O

l.o
T

/co
JO -too

-G/C x/0

.084

-C?y-/coeInput filter necessary with differentiator circuits 
to reduce 60 ops. noise.
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